The Financial Review Author Checklist
1. All submitted papers must:
(i) be the original work of the author(s) listed on the title page,
(ii) not have been published nor accepted for publication anywhere else, and
(iii) not be under consideration for publication elsewhere at any time during the review
process, unless the paper is withdrawn from submission to FR by submitting notice to
the FR editors and receiving acknowledgement from the FR editors.
Authors should also note that their paper should not have been published as part of a
conference proceedings issue, unless the publication in the proceedings issue is limited to the
abstract or a short (one or two paragraph) summary. Please contact the FR editorial office at
TheFinancialReview@ncsu.edu
if you have any questions.
Of course, we welcome (and encourage) authors to submit their papers to conferences and to
present their findings in seminars. Inclusion in a working paper series (e.g., at a university,
NBER, SSRN, or other similar services) does not constitute a publication.
2. Authors should submit:
(i) a separate title page with author information and acknowledgements
(ii) a manuscript that does not include any author information or acknowledgements and
should be organized as follows:
● Include title and abstract on first page
● Body of paper
● References
● Appendices
● Tables and Figures (Each table should start on a separate page. Do not insert
the tables into the body of the paper)
(iii) an optional cover letter to the editors.

Authors can submit one manuscript containing the main body of the paper, all figures and tables
and appendices, or can submit them as separate files. ScholarOne Manuscripts combines
multiple files automatically.
Papers can be in Word, LaTeX, RTF, PostScript, PDF or other file formats. ScholarOne
Manuscripts automatically converts uploaded files into an anonymous PDF (and many formats
into a second HTML version also) for blind review. Authors must check that the uploaded files
are readable.
Authors resubmitting papers in response to a revision request should include a detailed
response to each referee report and upload them as separate documents (not combined into

one document). These documents should be in a Word or pdf format. Please note that your
responses must be anonymous and NOT include any author information.
NOTE:To facilitate blind review, the authors must be identified on the title page and nowhere
else
3. For ease of reading by the editors and reviewers, authors should use a 12point font, double
space the body text, leave at least a one inch (2.5 cm) margin all around and provide page
numbers on all pages after the title/abstract page.
Please use footnotes (or no notes), not endnotes, to make it easy for the editors and reviewers
to refer to them.
4. Direct (verbatim) quoting from someone else's published or unpublished work, or the authors'
own work, without proper attribution (i.e., placing them in quotes and citing the source in a
footnote or in the body of the text) is considered plagiarism and grounds for rejection or
cancellation of acceptance. Including the source in the reference list is not sufficient attribution
by itself. Even arguably routine details from a published paper should be rephrased, not simply
copied in large blocks.
5. Please be aware that we may require that conditionally accepted papers be professionally
edited by one of our designated technical writing editors. The arrangement and expense of such
editing, when required, are the author's responsibility.
The contact details for the copy editors are as follows, you can use either editor.
Kathy Mikell
kathyr824@gmail.com
Beryl Pittman
bcpittma@ncsu.edu
6. Authors of an accepted or under review papers must not allow the results to appear in other
publications (beyond normal academic citations and brief quotes), before the paper is published
in or rejected by 
The Financial Review, 
without prior approval from the editors. When in doubt,
please ask. After the paper is published, WileyBlackwell on behalf of the EFA is responsible for
reprint approval.
7. Please follow the 
submission instructions
and submit your paper.

